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aztech converting systems
212 W. Lodge Drive
Tempe, AZ 85283
Tel: 800-829-8351, 480-951-8351
Email: info@aztechconverting.com
Web: www.aztechconverting.com

the aztech aDvantage
For nearly 30 years AZTECH Converting Systems has provided 
innovative inspection slitter/rewind and precision rotary die cut-
ting equipment solutions to the printing and converting industries.  
Providing reliable, affordable equipment, and prompt consistent service 
are our goals and our reputation is our livelihood.

QUaLity eQUiPment at a reasonaBLe Price
AZTECH equipment is designed and manufactured with the client 
budget and profitability in mind. If you’re looking for a system that is 
needlessly complex, more difficult to operate and maintain, and will 
take longer to pay off, we’re not the right company for you. If you 
prefer a machine alternative that is robust and economical, AZTECH 
Converting Systems will be a great partner!

emPhasis on “Finishing First!”
Whether your need is a blank label converting machine, re-registering 
rotary die cutting/finishing system or an instant order change capable laser 
finishing platform, AZTECH can tailor a solution based on a standard 
design, to suit your finishing requirements. Our modular design approach 
allows you to add finishing capability when your budget allows or when 
your business needs evolve. 

Diemaster rotary Die cUtting anD Finishing
AZTECH’s DieMaster rotary die cutting and finishing platform adds value 
to your digitally or flexo-printed labels.  The base system provides 40-
inch diameter unwinding, dual station rotary die cutting, waste winding, 
slitting and duplex winding. “Full-Featured” process capabilities include 

servo-driven re-registration, hot air dried and UV cured flexographic 
printing/coating stations for applying spot colors, overcoat varnish and 
cold foil adhesives. Lamination, RD underscore and many other process 
options are available. 

matriX moDULar DigitaL Finishing
The MATRIX is a flexible and expandable laser-based finishing 
platform. The base system configuration is equipped with a 40-inch 
diameter unwind, LasX LaserSharp® 400-watt laser, waste winding, and 
26-inch diameter finished roll rewind capability.  The Full-Featured and 
optional process capabilities indicated for the DieMaster, inlcuding rotary 
die cutting and sheeting are also available for the MATRIX.

soLUtions For DigitaL Printers
The continued refinement of digital printing systems has expanded 
business opportunities for label printers and revitalized the need for 
quality finishing solutions.

AZTECH’s DieMaster platform can be provided as an off-line or 
in-line digital media finishing solution. Our off-line solution allows for 
flexibility in your finishing process. Optimize use of your digital printing 
and finishing systems independently. Use your DieMaster system primar-
ily for finishing your digitally printed media and also have flexibility 
to add value to other printing or converting jobs. Should you prefer a 
dedicated in-line solution, AZTECH will leverage the use of standard 
DieMaster process station designs, and will collaborate with you and your 
printing system partner to ensure a successful integration and solution.

The MATRIX is an off-line, laser cutting AND rotary die cutting/
finishing system. If your business is predominately digital printing, incor-
porating variable print and a need for instant order changing and variable 
geometry label cutting, the MATRIX System could be an excellent fit 
for your digital print finishing needs.

DieMaster and MATRIX systems are available in 10 to 20-inch 
web widths and speeds to 500 FPM.  

When your client’s satisfaction and attention to your bottom 
line is critical, you don’t want to come in second….you want to 
“FINISH FIRST!” with AZTECH Converting Systems.

“FINISHING FIRST!” 
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